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5: Free software download, Free video download, Free music download, Free movie download, Games, Books, Photos, Videos, Banners or banner page. Banners that can be inserted into emails for mailing. Clicking on a banner or page with banners, as shown below: Index date. Usually site owners want to know if a page will be indexed as quickly as possible. This is done using Yandex. If a user enters a query in Yandex and
understands that his query is in the top ten search results, and that the query came from such and such an area, this means that the page will be found within the specified period, for example, within a day. Yandex Market. If you work for Yandex, you search for goods through YandexMarketo and view the availability of goods on the market. Mandatory publication of the announcement in announcements. The presence of a

link on the page with the announcement in social networks, forums and other resources. Presence in other directories. Launch of an advertising campaign in Yandex Market and other catalog networks. Press release promotion. Publication of press conferences. Optimization of press packages. A press release is a textual material that is written for the purpose of advertising a company that describes the activities of the company,
its products, services, or other goods and services. Benefits of Yandex online advertising High efficiency. Between 30 and 60% of visitors come from search engines, not advertisements. Convenient management of an advertising campaign. You can choose which list to use. It includes more than 12,000 keys that cover from 1 to 2 million people. Acceleration of indexation and growth of indicators. It will move faster as it

doesn't require manually adding keywords. You get a full report on the work done. With the help of reports, you can see how effective your online advertising campaign is. Smartresponder for small business Smartresponder is a bulk email service. You can also set up a personalized mailing list for your clients, partners and employees.
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